FAUS AQUA-0
Our FAUS AQUA-0 technology with its impermeable surface
provides water-resistant laminate flooring for up to 72 hours.

WATER-RESISTANT
——
Our high-density board is water-repellent treated to
ensure that any board expansion is kept to a minimum
and less than 9%.

AQUA-0
®

HERMETIC FIXING
——
Thanks to our anchored click system, a completely
air-tight joint is always achieved

JOINTGUARD
——
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With its pressed bevelled edging, floor joints are
protected by overlay and decorative paper.

72h

SEALED EDGES
——

RESISTANCE & DURABILITY

Surfaces are impregnated with paraffin to repel
moisture and protect the board.

——
For technical specifications, please visit:
Informations techniques:
www.faus.international

APPLICATIONS
—
All these technological advances make our FAUS flooring the ideal surface for all types of room and interior-design projects.

BATHROOMS & KITCHENS

WET AREAS

COMMERCIAL ZONES

48h

FAUS
L A M I N AT E F L O O R I N G
A D VA N TA G E S

ABRASION RESISTANCE AC6 / AC5

CLASS OF USE 33

FLAME RETARDANT

——

——

——

FAUS laminate floors are characterised by high
resistance to wear and abrasion.

Thanks to the technical properties and quality of
the materials used, Class 33 certification ensures
suitability for use in high traffic areas.

Resistant to fire. Due to the treatment the board receives
in its manufacturing process, FAUS floors are certified as
Euroclass Bfl-s1 (EN13501-1).

ANTISTATIC

HDF “HIGH DENSITY FIBERBOARD” WITH
WATER-REPELLENT TREATMENT

SEALING EDGES AROUND THE PERIMETER

——

Manufactured with properties that help prevent or
eliminate static electricity in the room, FAUS floors
help promote comfort and well-being in any situation.

——

A core board which is composed of water-repellent
resins that prevent swelling of the board.

The entire surface of the FAUS anchoring system is
impregnated with a paraffin that repels moisture and
protects the board in the event of occasional filtration.

ULTRA MATT

HIGH SURFACE RESISTANCE

ANTIALLERGIC AND ANTIBACTERIAL

——

——

——

FAUS Flooring is manufactured with an intense antifingerprint matt finish, which avoids finger marks.

All FAUS floors have a high surface resistance to
impact, wear, scratching and burns.

Due to the composition of FAUS products, they have
antiallergic and antibacterial properties, which make
them the ideal floor for families with children.

SUITABLE FOR FLOORS WITH
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

HEALTHY FLOORING

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY

——

——

SCS Global Services, the company that regulates
indoor air quality, grants FAUS the Indoor Air Quality
certificate SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0.

With the FSC®and PEFC certifications, FAUS guarantees
that all its products are manufactured in a sustainable
and respectful manner.

——
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——

FAUS laminate floors are fully compatible with
underfloor heating systems.

AQUA-0
——

Our FAUS AQUA-0 technology with its impermeable
surface provides water-resistant laminate flooring for
up to 72 hours.

FAUS
PAT E N T E D
TECHNOLOG IES

MICROBEVEL

REALFEEL

INTERPLANK

——

——

——

Thanks to this technology, FAUS flooring perfectly
reproduces the microbevels created by real wood
flooring planks.

Hyper realistic floors that emulate every detail of the
original materials. Touch every vein, knot or pore of
the wood with the tips of your fingers.

Patented technology allows the designs to form
patterns beyond regular planks, such as chevron and
herringbone.
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JOINTGUARD

ULTRA MATT

——

——

This technology allows the edges of the planks to be
protected, avoiding their deterioration due to rubbing
and footsteps.

Get the worn effect of sawn wood with the new Ultra
Matt manufacturing technology. Manufactured with
an intense anti-fingerprint matt surface. It is also
extremely hardwearing and durable.

PAT T E R N S T H AT
MAKE US UNIQUE

Each unique and exclusive designs feature of FAUS flooring is created with much care by our experts. They represent the
authentic patterns offered by original materials, achieving a realism that nobody else in the market is able to offer.

MASTERPIECES
Chevron

Herringbone

A

A

B

B
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STONE TILES
Parquet
A
B

